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Introduction
A history of Trust in Digital Life

TDL’s founding partners Gemalto, Microsoft, Nokia and Philips signed a partnership
agreement in 2009 with the aim of developing a collaborative open innovation community,
i.e. a breeding place for spontaneous generation of new ideas, concepts, and project
initiatives. TDL initially was a consortium. In 2013, TDL became a registered association.
As of 2015, 24 industry parties, knowledge institutes, and SMEs are part of the Trust in
Digital Life community. The association is growing steadily and the community plans to
grow to at least 30 partners by the end of 2015. The binding factors are the shared vision
and cross-sector research activities, the communication through shared use cases and
experiments, and demonstrations in realistic, complex, and scalable scenarios and contexts.
With a growing community and expanding influence across Europe, TDL is becoming even
more professional and diverse. This is why, for the first time, TDL has published an annual
report. Partners are kept up to date with information of recent activities, outsiders can get
a better idea of what TDL is, and for some it may just be an interesting read.
We hope you enjoy this first annual report of TDL, with many more to follow.

Trustworthy ICT
TDL’s view on trustworthy ICT

“TDL’s view on research and innovation priorities is driven by an observed erosion of trust,
caused by both opportunistic and organized cybercrime with increasing impact and
frequency, as well as privacy threats to citizens and society with numerous incidents and
breaches of trust and privacy even by governments. This leads to an increased awareness of
security and privacy topics, as reflected, for instance, in European initiatives for directives
targeting security and privacy, while, paradoxically, the online behavior of people is less
risk-aware than the physical world.
Hence, research and innovation priorities should address the establishment of trustworthy
ICT solutions from a technical, economical and societal perspective, with the concepts,
methodologies and technologies being able to adapt to the rapid changes in ICT solutions
and business models we have seen in the recent past and will continue to see.”*
* Quote from the TDL recommendations to the NIS platform
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TDL is well positioned in cyber security
European presence established to stimulate trustworthy ICT

The Trust in Digital Life (TDL) community was formed by leading industry partners and
knowledge institutes that hold trust and trustworthy services to be an essential ingredient
of the digital economy. The TDL community is committed to enable a trustworthy
ecosystem that protects the rights of citizens while creating new business opportunities.
To this end, TDL will research, pilot, and incubate trustworthy ICT services and technologies
in an innovative environment.
TDL will form the bridge between citizens entitled to the best possible services and an
industry that develops devices, applications, and services that protect them from Internet
threats and provides them at an affordable price.
A major focus is on the European research and business agenda.

A vision and consistent mission are guiding TDL
Envision a digital world that identifies, prevents, and penalizes the misuse of trust

Vision:
Our vision is a vibrant digital Europe that benefits both business and citizens and that all
have reason to trust.

Mission:
TDL’s mission is to create a trusted ecosystem that protects data and assets of citizens and
enterprises through which industry can provide innovative and trustworthy ICT products
and solutions across Europe.

The perceived member value of TDL
A business development platform for Trustworthy ICT

“TDL members bring diverse digital security knowledge and experiences and act as one
voice to recommend recipes and best practices to deliver the promises of a digital world”
Xavier Larduinat, Gemalto (France)

“TDL enables fruitful discussions with stakeholders from real life and industry partners
interested in a wide area of trust and security services”
Prof. Dr. Kai Rannenberg, Goethe University (Germany)

“TDL provides a unique opportunity to, as a collective, work towards addressing the
modern challenge of trust in the internet, not only for large corporate institutions, but
increasingly critical for the SMEs and innovators that are powering the digital world we live
in today”
James Varga, miiCard (United Kingdom)

Priorities 2014
Ecosystem activities - Membership

To maintain the sustainability of the association with a balanced constitution of industry
members and knowledge institutes, acquisition of new members is of vital importance for
TDL. Due to the transfer of TDL into a VZW, 5 previous members did not continue their
membership. In 2014, an acquisition process was implemented and a funnel was built up
with the aim of increasing the number of new members.
Overall, the transition to the VZW led to a net loss of members that needs to be recovered.

With new members, TDL will have more room for discussion, more varying and new view
points, extra budget, increased exposure, and increased influence within the EU. In the end,
this all leads to more Trust in our Digital Life.
In order to find new members, TDL uses various social media tools and marketing channels:
• LinkedIn (Trust in Digital Life Association)
• Twitter: @digital_trust
• Website: http://trustindigitallife.eu/
• Blogs: http://tdloffice.wordpress.com

Priorities 2014
Ecosystem activities – Workgroup meetings and the TDW conference

TDL holds three workgroup meetings yearly, spread out over the year. TDL also updates its
members regularly with mailings and presentations through web conferencing.

Workgroup meetings held in 2014:
• January – Mougins, France: Work group meeting focused on a Plenary alignment of the
innovation line and functional building blocks of TDL’s trust framework, based on a use
case approach.
• June – Berlin, Germany: Work group meeting focused on the TDL SRA, use case
recommendations and complementary TDL offerings to the NIS platform.
• September – Amsterdam, the Netherlands: Work group meeting focused on industry
recommendations to the NIS platform and complementary TDL offerings to the NIS
platform.
Trust in the Digital World (TDW) conference
This yearly conference brings together a brilliant and exciting set of speakers and panellists
from across Europe whose expertise covers diverse but interrelated subjects from smart
cities to security in the cloud, big data to data protection, and much more.
In 2014, the conference was held in Vienna and the main sponsors of the event were the
city of Vienna and the chamber of commerce.

Priorities 2014
Business development – Incubation projects

TDL initiated its first incubation project to develop new business. COSTAR stands for
COordinated cyber‐Security Taskforce And Response.
Costar is a use case for managed services for SMEs to combat cyber threats for SMEs. The
mission of COSTAR is to make the European critical economic infrastructure of SMEs more
resilient to cyber attacks, by:
• Provisioning affordable managed cyber security services in all European member states,
especially geared to SMEs;
• Actively monitoring the health of SME infrastructure on subscriber devices;
• Providing remedial action to assist subscribed SMEs who have been attacked;
• Mounting training and awareness programs for the SME sector;
• Collating cross border evidence of cyber attacks to assist in effective prosecutions.
In 2014 the COSTAR association was created
to develop new services to be deployed
in all European member states.

Priorities 2014
Business development – Sprint projects

The purpose of TDL sprints is to validate new innovative trustworthy ICT in very short
project cycles of approximately 3 months, with three project stages: sprint design,
execution, dissemination. In 2014, TDL called for Innovation Sprint proposals to validate
new technologies and solutions for trustworthy ITC. To drive active participation from all
members, TDL awarded the top Innovation Sprint team with a financial award of €25,000 in
April 2014 to fund their project.
Innovation Sprints must relate to one or more of the TDL innovation lines:
• Trusted stack
• Data lifecycle management
• Mobile service
• Platform and service integrity
Sprint proposals and pitches must clearly demonstrate:
• Market need and the impact for consumers
• Validation of technology
• The ability to stimulate links in ITC

TrustSeed, winner of 2014’s sprint award

Priorities 2014
TrustSeed, winner of the 2014 sprint award
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Priorities 2014
Other activities

Amendment AoA and P&P
In 2014, TDL changed its Articles of Association (AoA) and its Policies and Procedures (P&P).
The revised AoA and P&P better reflect the association TDL has become in recent years.
Disbanding the old TDL consortium agreement
In 2014 the Board of Directors disbanded the initial TDL consortium since TDL became an
official association, registered at the Belgian commercial court. All assets and obligations
were transferred to TDL VzW.
Renewed the TDL website:
The TDL website (www.trustindigitallife.eu) has undergone severe changes during the year,
to better reflect TDL’s vision and mission and to better serve website visitors.

Discussion sessions for closer collaboration opportunities with EEMA
EEMA (www.EEMA.org), a European association for e-Identity and Security, and TDL are
organizations that share many beliefs and ideas. For some time during 2014, a closer
collaboration between the two was discussed. There is a mutual interest to grow together
more closely in the future.

Industry recommendations to the NIS platform
Publication will be revealed to the European Commission early 2015.

The Network and Information Security (NIS) platform, initiated by the European
Commission, brings together relevant public and private stakeholders, to identify good
cyber security practices across the value chain, and to create favourable market conditions
for the development and adoption of secure ICT solutions.
Following work engaged by NIS especially through their Strategic Research Agenda, it
became a priority for TDL to significantly influence the SRA. Therefore, it was decided to
provide a short report highlighting some of the key (early) findings that could altogether be
perceived as a TDL added value proposition to NIS.
TDL has recommendations in five key areas:
• Economics of Trustworthy ICT, focus on cost aspects, market conditions and
dependencies;
• Assurance, cost and risk reduction for all companies;
• Privacy friendly and enhancing technologies supporting viable business models ;
• Compliance to new regulations, technologies, standards, methods in the light of the
regulations e.IDAS and Data Protection;
• Process, governance and enhanced processes to manage the research agenda.

ATTPS
Achieving The Trust Paradigm Shift

ATTPS is a support action for the European Commission. It’s objectives are two-fold:
• Strengthen the road mapping by implementing and supporting the Trust in Digital Life’s
Strategic Research Agenda
• Actively contribute to the awareness-raising for Trustworthy ICT solutions
The ATTPS project is developing and implementing a TDL test-bed infrastructure, to
stimulate and support the execution of sprints for trustworthy ICT. It enables rapid piloting
and validation of innovative technology via experiments, user trials, and pilots.
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EEMA is an independent association of IT professionals,
businesses and governments, providing business and
technical networking opportunities at both local and regional
levels in the broad areas associated with digital identity and
its applications, including security.

DEF is an open community of organisational and personal
members from different backgrounds, working together to
develop visions, policies, and projects towards a sustainable
digital society.
The Respect Network is the world’s first global private
network of personal and business clouds. Its purpose is to
empower members anywhere in the world to safely share
sensitive private data over trusted private connections just as
easily as they can share data publicly on social networks like
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+ today.
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Practical information
Registered address:
Trust In Digital Life Association
Aarlenstraat 22 / Rue d'Arlon 22
1050 Elsene, Brussels
Belgium

Want to find out more?
contact@trustindigitallife.eu
T +31 (0)40 267 6841
F +31 (0) 40 24 30 665

TDL on social media:
@digital_trust
Trust in Digital Life Association

tdloffice.wordpress.com
The information contained in this annual report is provided by the Trust in Digital Life association and is for general
information purposes only. Any reliance you place on information in this report is strictly at your own risk. In no event will we
be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage
whatsoever arising from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in connection with, the use of this annual report.

